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The question of technology
Hunters can be a pretty opinionated bunch. When
compound bows first became popular here back in
the 1970’s, some of the comments from old
school bow hunters, who used traditional archery
equipment, ranged from “That’s not bow hunting”
to “Everyone will be trying to bow hunt now.”
One said, “You could just pull that thing back
when you go into the woods and hold it all
day.” Now, as crossbows are becoming more
popular, and legal for general archery seasons in
more places, I hear very similar comments about
them.
Advancements in equipment have made many
aspects of hunting easier over the years. Which of
those advancements a hunter chooses to use is a
personal decision.
I killed my first archery deer using an old Bear
recurve bow, with a wooden arrow and a fixed
blade broadhead. Then I got my first compound bow
when I was 15 years old. For the next 40 years,
I hunted with different compound bows, first with
aluminum arrows, and later carbon arrows, with a
variety of more modern broadhead designs, to
take a bunch of game animals. I often hunted with

Long range rifle

people who were using crossbows. It never
bothered me at all that they were using a more
efficient tool than I had chosen. Two seasons ago,
I decided to give crossbow hunting a try. Just as
compound bows are easier to master than traditional
bows, crossbows are even easier to shoot well, and
require less practice. All three types of bows are
perfectly capable of efficiently and humanely
harvesting game animals.
The same goes for firearms. I remember when
many local hunters were carrying iron-sighted,
lever action rifles, or smooth bore shotguns shooting
slugs. Some folks still do, but scoped rifles are
vastly more popular nowadays. As equipment gets
better, with laser rangefinders, better optics,
more consistent ammunition, extremely accurate
rifles etc., long range shooting is becoming very
popular. There is much controversy over this
practice. Some of it addresses legitimate concerns.
Much of it is, quite frankly, generated by people
who don’t understand what they are talking
about.
I recall a conversation with an experienced hunter,
who was bashing long range hunting. At first, he
was talking about the risk of wounding animals
and not recovering them -- a legitimate concern for
any ethical hunter. I had spent time on the range
with this gentleman. I had seen him shoot. He
had seen me shoot. I politely pointed out that
many of the guys we both know are more proficient
with their modern rigs at 600 yards than he is
with his more traditional set-up at 200 yards, yet
he is perfectly capable and comfortable taking
game at that distance. He paused for a second,
then quickly changed his argument to “It’s just
not sporting.” I just smiled and let it drop. He
wasn’t going to change his mind, but I had made my
point.
I remember the days of the local deer gangs.
Groups from local hunting clubs, guys who
worked together, family groups, etc. put on big deer
drives. Some of the older guys would say if you
weren't driving them, you weren't really hunting.
They called hunters who sat out in the woods on
their own "snipers." They didn't feel anyone
deserved a deer who wasn't involved in the drive.
I'm pretty sure they wouldn't approve of me covering
hundreds of yards of territory, without moving from
daylight until dark.
To be clear, I don’t advocate shooting game at
distances beyond which we can be sure of a
clean, humane kill. But that distance can vary
greatly from individual to individual, and
have increased significantly with modern
equipment. Again, a person has to decide for themselves how much of this technology they want to
use.
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I’ve heard similar arguments about modern muzzleloaders, enclosed hunting blinds, and even tree
stands. Some hunters feel that using certain tools
or methods of hunting give a person an unfair
advantage. If they feel that way, they simply
shouldn’t use anything that takes away from their
experience. At the same time, as long as it is legal,
ethical, and safe, they should not take issue with
others that do.
In the near future, I hope to have more time to
spend in the woods, and practicing with my
equipment. I plan to do a lot of hunting with a
traditional recurve bow, like I used as a kid. I will
have absolutely no issue if the folks hunting with me
are using a compound bow or crossbow. I’ve also
been thinking, this coming season, about trying to
take a deer with my Dad’s old Model 12 shotgun –
the gun he deer hunted with before he had an actual
rifle. If my buddy is in the woods the same day, with
a modern center fire rifle, I hope he is successful as
well. We should use the equipment and methods of
hunting that we enjoy, and let other folks do the
same.
Be legal. Be ethical. Be safe. Be tolerant. Have
fun!
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